840 RFID Button Tags

- 15-digit, official, USDA-approved tags for US born animals
- Only 1 unique 15-digit number should be assigned to each animal
- Approved for cattle, deer, swine
- Approved official 840 RFID tags can come in many colors, sizes and styles. They must meet the following criteria:
  1. US Shield
  2. a 15-digit number starting with ‘840’
  3. Be tamper proof for one time use
  4. Bear the manufacturer’s logo
  5. Says “Unlawful to Remove” on tag
  6. Contains RFID chip
- Amount of Tags Requested: ________ tags (order in quantities of 10)
- RFID Tag Applicator Requested: Y / N

Metal NUES Tags

- 21P series, official, metal NUES tags
- Approved for cattle, deer, swine
- The 21P series is for producers. Livestock dealers should use 21M series tags on their personal cattle.
- Tag applicators for metal 21P NUES tags (style 49) are available through National Band and Tag Company https://www.nationalband.com/49-3/ or various vendors.
- Amount of 21P Tags Requested: ________ box (100 tags / box)

Option for DEER ONLY

- 21D series, official, metal NUES tags are slightly smaller than 21P tags—only captive cervid owners may order these
- For Deer only: amount of 21D Tags Requested: ________ box (100 tags / box)
- Tag applicators for metal 21D NUES tags are available from Ketchum Mfg. Co., Inc., plier #307 or 308 or various vendors.
Agreement with Receipt of Tags:

- These eartags are for use only at the premises below and may not be redistributed, shared, sold or traded to other producers.
- A record of eartag use must be kept for 5 years after eartags are applied. A spreadsheet will be provided with your tag order to assist in record keeping.
- Generally only 1 official ear tag is permitted for cattle.

Owner’s Name: _________________________________________________________________________

Farm Name: ___________________________________________________________________________

Shipping Address (No P.O. Boxes): _________________________________________________________

City, State, Zip: _________________________________________________________________________

Physical Address of Farm: ________________________________________________________________

Telephone: ______________________________ Date: ______________________

Email: ________________________________________________________________________________

Demographic Information Used for USDA Cooperative Agreement Reporting (please check one box per category):

- □ African American □ Native American □ Other □ I prefer not to say
- □ With disabilities □ Without disabilities □ I prefer not to say
- □ Male □ Female □ Other □ I prefer not to say

Producer Signature (required): ____________________________________________________________

Your signature indicates that you accept the terms of use and distribution of these tags (see above). A producer signed order form is required for each tag order from one farm, including any tag reorders. To receive your free ear tags, please complete this form and send it in by one of the following ways:

- **FAX:** 518-485-7773
- **Email:** daisupplies@agriculture.ny.gov
- **Mail:** NYS Department of Agriculture and Markets
  Division of Animal Industry
  10B Airline Drive
  Albany, NY 12235

Date Shipped: _________ Initials: ______